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Abstract— The lack of an accurate representation of the
Internet topology at the Autonomous System (AS) level is a
limiting factor in the design, simulation, and modeling
efforts in inter-domain routing protocols. In this paper, we
design and implement a framework for identifying AS links
that are missing from the commonly-used Internet topology
snapshots. We apply our framework and show that the new
links that we find change the current Internet topology
model in a non-trivial way. An accurate and complete model
of the topology would be important for protocol design,
performance evaluation and analyses. The goal of our work
is to develop methodologies and tools to identify and validate
such missing links between ASes. In this work, we develop
several methods and identify a significant number of missing
links, particularly of the peer-to-peer type. Interestingly,
most of the missing AS links that we find exist as peer-topeer links at the Internet Exchange Points (IXPs). First, in
more detail, we provide a large-scale comprehensive
synthesis of the available sources of information. We crossvalidate and compare BGP routing tables, Internet Routing
Registries, and traceroute data, while we extract significant
new information from the less-studied Internet Exchange
Points (IXPs). We identify 40% more edges and
approximately 300% more peer-to-peer edges compared to
commonly used data sets. All of these edges have been
verified by either BGP tables or traceroute. Second, we
identify properties of the new edges and quantify their
effects on important topological properties. Given the new
peer-to-peer edges, we find that for some ASes more than
50% of their paths stop going through their ISPs assuming
policy-aware routing. A surprising observation is that the
degree of an AS may be a poor indicator of which ASes it
will peer with.
Index Terms— Internet, inter-domain, measurement, BGP
missing links, routing, topology.

I INTRODUCTION
An accurate and complete model of the Internet topology is
critical for future protocol design, performance evaluation,

simulation and analysis [1]. The current initiatives of rethinking
and redesigning the Internet and its operation from scratch
would also benefit from such a model. However, it remains as a
challenge to develop an accurate representation of the Internet
topology at the AS level, despite the recent flurry of studies [2]–
[9]. Currently, there is a list of sources that contain such
topological information. The list includes archives of BGP
routing tables, archives of BGP routing updates, Internet
Routing Registries, and archives of trace route data. Each of
these sources has its own advantages, but each of them also
provides an incomplete, sometimes inaccurate view of the
Internet AS topology, while these sources are often
complementary. Furthermore, as far as we know, IXPs (Internet
Exchange Points) have not received attention in terms of
Internet topology discovery, although they play a major role in
the Internet connectivity.
There are two major contributions in this work. First, we
design and implement a systematic framework for discovering
missing links in our current Internet topology snapshot, and
provide two novelties compared to previous studies—the
comprehensive synthesis of different data sources and the
extraction of topological information from IXPs. Second, we
apply our framework and conduct an in-depth study of the
importance of these new links, and improve our understanding
of the Internet topology at the AS level.
In more detail, our framework first identifies and validates a
significant number of AS links by a careful cross-reference and
synthesis of most known sources of information: BGP tables,
traceroute, and IRR [10].1 Second, our framework extracts
significant new topological information from Internet Exchange
Points (IXPs); such information is typically not used in
topological studies. While prior work [11] has proposed
methods to identify participating ASes at IXPs, our study greatly
extends their work and overcomes certain limitations.
Note that we set a highly selective standard in our framework:
we only accept edges which are verified by BGP tables or from
traceroute data. In other words, we do not provide a union of the
existing sources of information, but a critical synthesis. To
achieve this goal, we develop a large scale traceroute-based tool,
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RETRO, to confirm the existence of edges, which we suspect
exist.
We arrive at several interesting observations. First, we find a
significant number of new edges, including 40% more edges
(15%) and approximately 300% more peer-to-peer edges (65%)
as compared to the widely used Oregon Routeviews data set (all
available BGP routing tables, respectively). Second, most of the
newly discovered edges are peer-to-peer edges: the current
topological models have a bias by under-representing peer-to
peer edges. Third, most missing peer-to-peer AS links that we
find are at the IXPs: Our results show that nearly 95% of the
peer-to-peer links missed from the BGP tables are incident at
IXPs. This suggests that exploring the connectivity at IXPs may
help us identify hidden edges between ASes that participate at
IXPs. Fourth, IRR is a good source of hints for finding new
edges, especially after it is filtered using a state of the art tool
[12] for this purpose.
We find that the new edges significantly change our view of
the Internet AS topology, and we also identify interesting
patterns of the new edges. First, the new edges change the
models of Internet routing and financial implications that
previous research studies may have arrived at by using the
incomplete topology models.
We quantify the routing decision changes in the routing model
due to the peer-to-peer edges not considered previously. We find
that for some ASes (mostly of degrees 10 to 300), more than
50% of their paths stop going through a provider, compared to a
less complete topology. The financial implication is that these
ASes maynot pay their providers to the extent that was earlier
expected. Clearly, business-oriented studies should consider all
peer-to peer edges for accurate results. Second, we find that
provider-customer and peer-to-peer edges have significantly
different properties and they should be modeled separately: We
find that the degree distribution of the provider-customer only
edges can be accurately described by a power-law (with
correlation coefficient higher than99%) in all the topological
instances that we examine. In contrast, degree distribution of the
peer-to-peer only edges is better described by a Weibull
distribution with correlation coefficient higher than 99%, which
corroborates previous studies [9], [7]. Third, the degrees of the
nodes of a peer-to-peer link can vary significantly: 50% of the
peer-to-peer edges are between nodes whose degrees, d1, d2
differ a lot either in absolute (|d1- d2>144|) or relative value
(max (d1/d2, d2/d1) >4). This has direct implications on how we
think about and model peer-to-peer edges. For instance, this
observation suggests that researchers need to use caution when
using the degree as an indication of whether two ASes could
have a peer-to-peer relationship. Our results can provide
guidelines to AS policy inference algorithms, which partly rely
on the node degree. Fourth, we provide an educated guess on

how many edges we may still be missing. We estimate the edges
to be roughly 35% compared to the peer-to-peer edges we know
at the end of this study.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We review the
data sources and previous work in Section II. In Section III, we
present our framework and the motivation behind its design. In
section IV, we discuss the impact of the new edges. In Section
IV, we summarize our work.

II. BACKGROUND
A. Data Sources and Their Limitations
In this section, we describe the most popular data sources and
their two main limitations: incompleteness and a bias in the
nature of the discovered links.
BGP routing table dumps are probably the most widely used
resource that provides information on the AS Internet topology.
Each table entry contains an AS path, which corresponds to a set
of AS edges. Several sites collect tables from multiple BGP
routers, such as Routeview [13] and RIPE/RIS [14]. An
advantage of the BGP routing tables is that their link
information is considered reliable. If an AS link appears in a
BGP routing table dump, it is almost certain that the link exists.
However, limited number of vantage points makes it hard to
discover a more complete view of the AS-level topology. A
single BGP routing table has the union of ―shortest‖ or, more
accurately, preferred paths with respect to this point of
observation.Asa result, such a collection will not see edges that
are not on any preferred path for this point of observation.
Several theoretical and experimental efforts explore the
limitations of such measurements [15], [16].Worse, such
incompleteness may be statistically biased based on the type3 of
the links. Some types of AS links are more likely to be missing
from BGP routing table dumps than other types. Specifically,
peer-to-peer links are likely to be missing due to the selective
exporting rules of BGP. Typically, a peer-to-peer link can only
be seen in a BGP routing table of these two peering ASes or
their customers. A recent work [9] discusses in depth this
limitation.
BGP updates are used in previous studies [3], [5] as a source of
topological information and they showthat by collecting BGP
updates over a period of time, more AS links are visible. This is
because as the topology changes, BGP updates provide transient
and ephemeral route information. However, if the window of
observation is long, an advertised link may cease to exist [3] by
the time that we construct a topology snapshot. In other words,
BGP updates may provide a superimposition of a number of
different snapshots that existed at some point in time. Recently,
Oliveira et al. [17] explicitly distinguished this commonly
overlooked ―liveness problem‖ from the ―completeness
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problem‖, which is the central topic of this paper. Note that
BGP updates are collected at the same vantage points as the
BGP tables in most collection sites. Naturally, topologies
derived from BGP updates share the same statistical bias per
link type as from BGP routing tables: peer-to-peer links are only
to be advertised to the peering ASes and their customers. This
further limits the additional information that BGP updates can
provide currently. On the other hand, BGP updates could be
useful in revealing ephemeral backup links over long period of
observation, along with erroneous BGP updates.
By using traceroute, one can explore IP paths and then
translate the IP addresses to AS numbers, thus obtaining AS
paths. Similar to BGP tables, the traceroute path information is
considered reliable, since it represents the path that the packets
actually traverse. On the other hand, a traceroute server explores
the routing paths from its location towards the rest of the world,
and thus, the collected data has the same limitations as BGP data
in terms of completeness and link bias. One additional challenge
with the traceroute data is the mapping of an IP path to an AS
path. The problem is far from trivial, and it has been the focus of
several recent efforts [18]–[20].
Internet Routing Registry (IRR) [10] is the union of a growing
number of world-wide routing policy databases that use the
Routing Policy Specification Language (RPSL). In principle,
each AS should register routes to all its neighbors (that reflect
the AS links between the AS and its neighbors) with this
registry. IRR information is manually maintained and there is no
stringent requirement for updating it. Therefore, without any
processing, AS links derived from IRR are prone to human
errors, could be outdated or incomplete. However, the up-todate IRR entries provide a wealth of information that could not
be obtained from any other source. A recent effort [12] shows
that, with careful processing of the data, one can extract a
nontrivial amount of correct and useful information.
B. Related Work and Comparison
There has been a large number of measurements studies related
to topology discovery, with different goals, at different times,
and using different sources of information.
Our work has the following characteristics that distinguish it
from most previous other efforts, such as [9], [2]: 1) We make
extensive use of topological information from the Internet
Exchange Points to identify more edges. It turns out that IXPs
―conceal‖ many links which did not appear in most previous
topology studies. 2) We use a more sophisticated,
comprehensive and thorough tool [12] to filter the less accurate
IRR data, which was not used by previous studies. 3) We
employ a ―guess-and-verify‖ approach for finding more edges
by identifying potential edges and validating them through
targeted traceroutes. This greatly reduced the number of

traceroutes that were needed. 4) We accept new edges
conservatively and only when they are confirmed by a BGP
table or a traceroute. In contrast, some of the previous studies
included edges from IRR without confirming them with
traceroute.
The most relevant previous work is done by Chang et al. [2]
with data collected in 2001. They identify new edges by looking
at several sources of topological information including BGP
tables and IRR. They estimate that 25%-50% AS links were
missing from Oregon Routeview BGP table, the most
commonly used data set for AS topology studies. Their work
was an excellent first step towards a more complete topology.
In a parallel effort, Cohen and Raz [9] identify missing links in
the Internet topology. Our studies corroborate some of the
observations there. Note that, their work does not include an
exhaustive measurement, data collection and comparison effort
as our work. For example, IXP information was not used in their
work.
Several other interesting measurement studies exist. NetDimes [4] is an effort to collect large volumes of host-based
traceroute information. The key here is to increase the number
of traceroute points by turning cooperative end hosts into
observation points. The challenge now becomes the
measurement noise removal, the collection, and processing of
the information [21]. Our approach and NetDimes could
complement and leverage each other towards a more complete
and accurate topology. Donnet et al. [22] propose efficient
algorithms for large-scale topology discovery by traceroute
probes. Rocketfuel [23] explores ISP topologies using
traceroutes. In [5], the authors examine the information
contained in BGP updates.
Most of these studies and our work seek a complete snapshot
of the Internet topology. In otherwords, short-lived backup links
are most likely not included in most such studies. Some ASes
have such links, which normally are not ―visible‖ unless the
primary links are down. Recently, active BGP probing [8] has
been proposed as a method for identifying backup AS links, and
this could complement our work and the efforts mentioned
above.
There are several efforts that study the topology and they
would benefit from an accurate and complete topology. A
plethora of efforts attempts to model the topology and to
generate realistic topologies (e.g., [24]). Some studies [15], [25]
document the limitations of the sources of topological
information, but without necessarily attempting to identify a
more complete topology. A recent study [7] models the
evolution of the Internet topology by investigating the process
of AS peerings. Another recent work [17] models the evolution
using a constant rate birth–death process. Our work can be seen
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as a basis that can provide more complete and accurate
information for such studies.
The exhaustive identification of IXP participants has received
limited attention. Most previous work focuses on identifying the
existence of IXPs. Xu et al. [11] develop what appears to be the
first systematic method for identifying IXP participants. Inspired
by their work, our approach subsumes their method, and thus, it
provides more complete and accurate results.

III. FRAMEWORK FOR FINDING MISSING LINKS
In this section, we present a systematic framework for
extracting and synthesizing the AS level topology information
from different sources. The different sources have
complementary information of variable accuracy. Thus, we
cannot just simply take the union of all the edges. A careful
synthesis and cross-validation is required. At the same time, we
are interested in identifying the properties of the missing AS
links.
In a nutshell, our study arrives at three major observations
regarding the properties of the missing AS links: 1) most of the
missing AS edges are of the peer-to-peer type; 2) most of the
missing AS edges from BGP tables appear in IRR; and 3) most
new found AS edges are incident at IXPs. At different stages of
the research, these three observations direct us to discover even
more edges, some of which do not appear in any other source of
information currently.
We present an overview of our work in order to provide the
motivation for the different steps that we take. We start with the
data set from Oregon routeviews BGP table Dump (OBD) [13],
the BGP table dumps collected at route-views.oregon-ix. net,
which is by far the most widely used data archive. Our work
consists of four main steps.
A. BGP routing tables: We consider the AS edges derived
from multiple BGP routing table dumps [3], and compare them
to the Routeview data (OBD). The question we try to answer is
what the information that the new BGP tables bring is. We use
the term BD to refer to the union data from all available BGP
table Dumps. Table I lists the acronyms for our data sets.
B. IRR data: We systematically analyze the IRR [10] data and
identify topological information that seems trustworthy by
TABLE I
TOPOLOGICAL DATA SETS USED IN OUR STUDY

TABLE II
STATISTICS OF THE TOPOLOGIES

Nemecis [12]. We follow a conservative approach, given that
IRR may contain some outdated and/or erroneous information.
We do not accept new edges from IRR, even after our first
processing, unless they are confirmed by traceroutes (using our
RETRO tool). Overall, we find that IRR is a good source of
hints for missing links. For example, we discover that more than
80% of the new edges found in the new tables (i.e., the AS
edges in BD but not in OBD) already exist in IRR. Even
compared to BD, IRR has significantly more edges, which are
validated by RETRO as we explain below.
C. IXPs and potential edges: We identify a set of potential IXP
edges by applying our methodology on inferring IXP
participants from Section V. We find that many of the peer-topeer edges missing from the different data sets could be IXP
edges.
D. Validation using RETRO: We use our traceroute tool,
RETRO, to verify potential edges from IRR and IXPs. First, we
confirm the existence of many potential edges we identified in
the previous steps. We find that more than 94% of the RETROverified AS edges in IRR indeed go through IXPs. We also
discover edges that were not previously seen in either the BGP
table dumps or IRR. In total, we have validated 300% more
peer-to-peer links than those in the OBD data set. The statistics
of the topologies generated from the different data sets in our
study are listed in Table II.

IV. THE IMPACT OF THE NEW EDGES
We follow a commercial characterization: an AS pays for
sending traffic through its provider. How much do the new
edges affect these decisions? We count for each AS how many
of its paths stop going through one of its providers once the new
edges are added. We refer to these paths as ex-provider paths.
We plot the number of the ex-provider paths for each node in
Fig. 1. We see that the effect on the routing on individual ASes
is dramatic: there are many ASes, for each of which, several
thousand out of the total 20K paths (to all other ASes) stop
going through a provider. Another interesting observation is that
the nodes which seem to bene_t the most from these changes
have degrees in the range from 10 to 100 (right y-axis).
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Fig. 1. The number of ex-provider paths (shown as impulses on
the left y-axis) of each node in order decreasing node degree
(shown as a semi diagonal line corresponding to the right yaxis). The x-axis shows the rank of the nodes in the order of
descending degree.

still missing from our new snapshot of the Internet topology?
Our findings suggest that if we know the peering matrix of all
the IXPs, we might be able to discover most of the missing peerto-peer AS links. Unfortunately, very few IXPs publish their
peering matrices. Futhermore, the published peering matrices
are not necessarily accurate, complete or up-to-date. In our
conservative estimates, there might be still 35% hiding peer-topeer edges, in addition to what we already have in current
Internet AS graph. Our future plans have two distinct directions.
First, we want to continue the effort towards a more complete
Internet topology instance. Using the framework we developed
here, we are in a good position to quickly and accurately
incorporate new information, such as new BGP routing tables,
or new traceroute servers. Second, given our more complete AS
topology, we are in a better position to understand the structure
of the Internet and the socioeconomic and operational factors
that guide its growth. This in turn could help us interpret and
anticipate the Internet evolution and, indirectly, give us
guidelines for designing better networks in the future.
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